INTRODUCTION
From a scientific point of view, it is well-known that all living beings who were once “One”,
i.e., originating from a common ancestry, can and will change their appearance over time. In
other words, their DNA will mutate - mainly in order to respond to new challenges, and to
survive. Over time, this can and will lead to developing different species than those which
have been present for centuries, or eons. Although they shared the same ancestors, they’re
extremely different and this applies to just about all living beings, everywhere.
From the beginning, people were hunters and gatherers. They migrated while looking for a
better environment and an easier lifestyle. So, migration is a natural part of being human going to different parts of the world. Over time, settling and adapting to a new environment,
new climate, new way of life. This also includes eating, sleeping, wearing clothes from other
origins, etc. So, mutation in their DNA had started and later, their appearance and everything
was different compared to the way it was centuries earlier... With time, this became the norm.

But, because of a lack of knowledge, people looked towards each other as different types of
humans - e.g., as enemies of each other. Sometimes, without any reason, but to demonstrate
their strength and insist on who is in charge of their territory.
This course has been following humans all the way through time, even until now. But, thanks
to science, and religions-who were the gate-keepers of morals, ethics, knowledge, health, etc.,
until science arrived, we have the knowledge and ability to share and see each other as equals
and operate with equal opportunity for everything and everywhere. E.g., for progress
inhabiting the world with respect towards each other - not just tolerance, which is very
different. Respect comes out of knowing each other, tolerance and trust, and living as good
neighbours. Simply stated..., if there is a fire in the neighbourhood, it will also affect the
others.
The above was explained from a scientific point of view, but also from everyday life which is
close to everyone. So, everyone can make friends and respect each other. This is the future.
Our future, with dialogue towards universal, inclusive society. Universal brotherhood. On the
contrary is destruction, terror and the end of everything and all forever.
So, where there is dialogue, there is peace. Where there is peace there is culture. Where there
is culture, there is progress. It’s time to go together, towards the long long longing goal Peace, Harmony, Progress, Respect..., Simply Universal Brotherhood of Man on Earth.
MAIN GOALS
United Civilizations - Citizens Assembly Initiative is a part of GDF, therefore in close
relation with everything in GDF and Unity in Diversity, etc., Although they goals will expand
in the future according to the needs of the new time and the members, i.e., the global
community, they are now concentrated on:
1- World Civil Society-Universal Dialogue-GDF Sectors
http://www.globaldialoguefoundation.org/world_civil_society-universal_dialoguegdf_sectors.html
UNIVERSAL DIALOGUE - GDF SECTORS (LINKS TO RELATED ARTICLES)
> Family
> Science, Research & Technology
> Health
> Environment
> Cultures, Civilisations & Ethnicity
> Citizens, Organisations & Community
> Religion, Faith & Traditional Faiths
> Education
> Faith, Religion & Science
> GDF and Related News
2- Unity in Diversity
http://www.globaldialoguefoundation.org/unity_in_diversity.html

3- GDF Unity in Diversity
http://www.gdfunityindiversity.org/
4- Global Shipment
http://www.globaldialoguefoundation.org/global_shipment.html
5- Citizens Assembly-United Civilizations Initiative
http://www.globaldialoguefoundation.org/citizens_assembly-united_civilizations_initiative.html

PS:
To clarify the above statements, we are enclosing the latest findings/ news, regarding changes in
DNA. The following two links are about twin brothers. One is an astronaut and was in space for a
year, while the other was on Earth. On his return from space, NASA scientists found that Kelly’s
DNA had been altered upon his return to earth — with 7 per cent of his genes experiencing an
“unexpected change,” So DNA is changing - as a fact.
From Time Magazine:
http://time.com/5201064/scott-kelly-mark-nasa-dna-study/
From news.com.au:
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/space/astronaut-has-different-dna-from-identical-twinafter-returning-from-space/news-story/06992da1c608212872e8905d1b8b1d15

